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Mac Containers

40'X10' Office

TITLE: Mac Containers

ISSUE DATE: 25/04/07

DRAWN: JT

APPROVED: JT

DEPARTMENT: OFFICE

DESCRIP. DRAWN
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NOTE

1. AT&T NON SLIP CAP, N COVER, FLOORING.
2. ALUMINIUM FRAMED DOUBLE GLAZED.
3.21 WINDOWS TO BE SLIDING.
4. WOODSTAIN TO FR.
5. WALLS & CeILINGS & INSULATED.
6. USAGE: WHITESTLATE PANELS TO LUNED USING WHITE STELVATE PANELS TO

DATE:

NAME:

SIGNATURE:

CUSTOMER:

APPROVAL BOX:

KEY TO SYMBOLS:

- 3048

- 12122

- 1800 CMS

- FORKLIFT

- TUNNEL

- 90° RIGHT

- 90° LEFT

- 4" Fluroescent Light

- 4" Round Light

- Light Switch

- 250mm above f.f.